APA Citation Worksheet

Review the example citation, then practice crafting your own citations in APA format.

EXAMPLE
Author(s): Allen Jameson Year: 2013
Title: A Quick Look at the Symptoms of Adult-Onset Cardiac Disease in Diabetics Volume: 4
Journal: Journal of Medical Practices Issue: 2
DOI: none given Page(s): 80-85

Format: Author's last name, Initial(s). (Year of publication). Title of the article. Journal Title, volume number (issue number), pages. DOI number.


Note: if more than one author, format is Author's last name, Initial(s)., Author's last name, Initial(s). & Author's last name, Initial(s)

PRACTICE
Author(s): Lynn Smith Year: 2010 Volume: None
Title: A Study of Undergraduate Students Issue: None Page(s): 170-191
Journal: Collegiate Learning Review
DOI: None

PRACTICE (Your Article)
Author(s): Year: Volume:
Title: Issue: Page(s):
Journal:
DOI:
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